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Why do people die? Any website or
scientist will recite to you some
complicated essay about human mortality,
while youre left wondering: is there any
way to prevent it? Hopefully, by the time
your time comes, you will not want to
prevent it. Thats not to say youll wish to
die, but rather youll know that youve lived
your life to its highest capacity, and you
have no more valid reasons for hanging
around anymore. Sometimes death will
come unexpectedly, in which case you
would do anything, even things you would
cringe at from the outside, to escape your
impending fate. But what if you thought
death as a disease that they hadnt cured
yet? One that you are infected with from
the first moment in the hospital until the
virus consumes you entirely. A plague that
slowly possesses you as you get older until
your body and soul cant fight it no more, a
sleeper cell that is activated when the time
is appropriate. Death has become accepted
and sometimes celebrated constant of our
world. Until March 5, 2061, when death for
the very first time, seemed mortal.
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